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Abstract
We must frequently adapt our movements in order to successfully perform motor tasks. These visuomotor adaptations can
occur with or without our awareness and so, have generally been described by two mechanisms: strategic control and
spatial realignment. Strategic control is a conscious modification used when discordance between an intended and actual
movement is observed. Spatial realignment is an unconscious recalibration in response to subtle differences between an
intended and efferent movement. Traditional methods of investigating visuomotor adaptation often involve simplistic,
repetitive motor goals and so may be vulnerable to subject boredom or expectation. Our laboratory has recently developed
a novel, engaging computer-based task, the Viewing Window, to investigate visuomotor adaptation to large, apparent
distortions. Here, we contrast behavioural measures of visuomotor adaptation during the Viewing Window task when either
gradual progressive rotations or large, sudden rotations are introduced in order to demonstrate that this paradigm can be
utilized to investigate both strategic control and spatial realignment. The gradual rotation group demonstrated significantly
faster mean velocities and spent significantly less time off the object compared to the sudden rotation group. These
differences demonstrate adaptation to the distortion using spatial realignment. Scan paths revealed greater after-effects in
the gradual rotation group reflected by greater time spent scanning areas off of the object. These results demonstrate the
ability to investigate both strategic control and spatial realignment. Thus, the Viewing Window provides a powerful
engaging tool for investigating the neural basis of visuomotor adaptation and impairment following injury and disease.
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spatial realignment. In contrast, a person who seldom uses that car
may notice the distortion right away and adjust the direction of the
steering wheel in order to compensate for this change – this is
strategic control.
Visuomotor adaption has classically been studied through prism
experiments [7]. In these studies, subjects view objects through
prism lenses, which alter the perception of an object’s location.
Healthy individuals can adapt their motor movements to
accommodate the dissociation between their visual perception
and the object’s actual location. More recently, computer based
tasks have supplemented these experiments and allowed more
flexibility in their design as well as the acquisition of more precise
and detailed behavioural information. In general, these tasks have
tended to use target-based pointing [8] movements.
By introducing rotational distortions either incrementally, or
suddenly, behaviour during spatial realignment and strategic
control has been investigated during prism studies [9] and
computer based point-to point or target tasks [8,10,11]. Kagerer
et al [8] used a digitized point-to-point task on a touch sensitive
tablet to show that participants exposed to a gradual, incremental
rotation of 10u, up to a maximum of 90u, demonstrated faster
movements with less spatial error and showed larger after effects
than those who experienced a 90u rotation throughout the

Introduction
We must frequently adapt our movements to successfully
complete everyday tasks. These adaptations are sometimes
conscious modifications in our motor plan in reaction to large
distortions in order to achieve a desired output. At other times, the
altered movements may be so subtle that we may not be aware
they are occurring. Two mechanisms of visuomotor adaptation
have generally been agreed upon: strategic control and spatial
realignment. These mechanisms have also recently been described
as ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ processes of motor adaptation [1]. Strategic
control, or the fast component, involves a recalibration or the
selection and learning of specific movements in order to
successfully complete the desired action [2]. Whereas spatial
realignment, or the slow component, is an automatic spatial
remapping due to a detected discrepancy between an intended
movement and the resulting sensory feedback [3,4,5]. During tasks
of subtle distortions, it is believed that proprioceptive sensory
feedback updates an internal model [6]. As an example of these
two strategies, a car may develop a subtle and progressive problem
with the steering column. A person who drives the car everyday
may not notice this issue because as the distortion progresses over
time, they automatically adapt their movements to match – this is
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experiment. In their task, participants moved a marker to one of
four targets while having no vision of their moving arm or hand.
Klassen et al. [10] used an out-and back target task to one of eight
targets where in a gradual condition increments of 0.125u were
introduced to a maximum of 30u in a gradual distortion group.
Even though these tasks have revealed important information
regarding visuomotor adaptation behaviour and its neural basis,
they are simplistic as they require one trajectory of movement
therefore limiting the internal model a participant is capable of
building during adaptation. In order to investigate visuomotor
adaptation in a more natural, enriched setting, our lab has
developed a computer-based task, the Viewing Window [12,13,14].
The paradigm is a visuomotor experiment hidden within
a perceptual task. Subjects view a blurred or masked image of
an object on a computer screen with the instruction to identify the
object as quickly and accurately as possible. To accomplish this,
they must move a small, circular region, the Viewing Window,
around the screen using a touch sensitive screen, trackball or
joystick. The task has previously been used during reading and text
comprehension tasks [15,16], as well as scene exploration [17], to
investigate visual attention and perception. More recently, our lab
has used to this task to investigate visuomotor adaptation by
manipulating the relationship between the actions of the
participant and the resulting movement of the window [14]. By
restricting the region of an object that can be viewed clearly, the
visuomotor scanning pattern can be analyzed. The benefits of the
Viewing Window over traditional prism experiments is that this task
requires minimal experimenter instruction, distortions can be
presented in finer and progressive increments, it can be performed
on a compact tablet PC therefore it is highly portable, and precise
timing and spatial information regarding viewing window
movement and object identification can be recorded.
Our previous studies with the Viewing Window task have utilized
large distortions in the form of flips in Viewing Window movement
in the horizontal and vertical direction and so it would be
anticipated that strategic control would be the predominant
mechanism of visuomotor adaptation [12,13,14]. The use of this
task has revealed novel recruitment of the claustrum, not found in
previous studies of visuomotor adaptation [12]. The purpose of the
present study is to demonstrate that the viewing window paradigm
can be used to investigate both strategic control and spatial
realignment.
We hypothesize that distinct behaviours between participants
using strategic control and those who adapt using spatial
realignment can be measured using the Viewing Window paradigm.
In line with our previous Viewing Window studies, we anticipate
participants in the sudden rotation group will demonstrate
difficulty in controlling the window when the distortion is initially
introduced, which will be reflected by more complicated paths of
movement, slower velocities of movement, and more time spent off
the object during the first half (early phase) of the trials. As the
experiment progresses, we hypothesize the participants will adapt
and their performance evaluated by these measures will improve
during the second half of the distortion trials (late phase) and will
continue to do so once the distortion is removed. In contrast, we
hypothesize that participants in the gradual rotation group will not
notice the introduced distortion and so changes in behaviour in the
form of movement velocities, the time taken to identify the viewed
object (scan time), and the time that the Viewing Window spent on
areas that did not contain object image (time off object), will be
minimal during the early and late phase distortion trials and the
paths of window movement will be more simple with fewer
changes in direction compared to the sudden rotation group.
However, once the distortion is removed in the post-distortion
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

phase, we hypothesize that participants in the gradual rotation
group will show greater after-effects in the form of decreased
performance of these measures. The ability to distinguish and
measure behavioural differences between groups will demonstrate
that the Viewing Window task can be used to evaluate
performance of both strategic control and spatial realignment.
The ability to use the Viewing Window to measure behaviour
during strategic control and spatial realignment would provide
a novel, powerful tool for examining visuomotor adaptation. This
would expand the repertoire of experimental designs available for
investigating visuomotor adaptation in healthy individuals and in
decline due to natural aging, and neural injury and degenerative
disease.

Methods
Subjects
Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior
to the study. Fifty-eight right-handed, first year psychology
students with normal or corrected-to-normal vision (15 male)
were recruited from the University of Manitoba psychology
participant pool. Subjects received course credit for participating
in the study. This research was approved by the Human Research
Ethics Board at the University of Manitoba.
Prior to start of the experiment, subjects were familiarized with
the response equipment, a track ball, used in the study.
Participants were presented with a medium difficulty maze (set
5) acquired from www.printablemazes.net and asked to guide
a computer cursor through the maze to get acquainted with the
sensitivity of the trackball. Participants were aware that no data
were being collected during this time and that it was self-paced.

The Viewing Window Task
The Viewing Window task [14], is an in-house software program
written in MatlabH (2007b, MathWorks, Natick, MA), run on
a Dell tablet computer and presented to the participant on a 190
LCD monitor. During the present study our methods were
modified slightly from our previously published studies [12,13,14].
During pilot testing, the sudden rotation distortions were not
apparent to all subjects when a blurred image was presented.
Therefore, clear images of the objects were overlaid with a black
mask. As a result, subjects could not obtain any additional cues as
to where useful information may be, resulting in a much more
difficult task. The number of trials therefore had to be reduced to
maintain an acceptable duration of experiment and prevent
subject fatigue. In the present study, 40 trials were presented which
all subjects completed in less than one hour. During each trial
a masked picture of an everyday object would appear at 1280 6
1024 resolution. All participants viewed the same 40 images
however, to control for order effects, 2 counterbalanced lists were
used so that half the participants in each experimental group
would view the list in one order, and the other half would view the
list in the reverse order. No images were viewed more than once
by each participant. Even though there was some variation in the
size of the image of the object, all images were larger than the size
of the Viewing Window so that no object could be seen in its
entirety without moving the Window. The goal of the task was to
identify the object as quickly and accurately as possible. To do this,
subjects used a trackball to control the Viewing Window, a small
circular region through which part of the object could be seen
completely clearly (Figure 1). During the first 9 and last 4 trials the
movement of the viewing window was controlled normally by the
trackball (Figure 2). During the 27 trials in between, a distortion
was introduced between the movement of the trackball and the
2
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resulting movement of the Viewing Window. Subjects were divided
into two groups according to the way in which this distortion was
presented. To evoke strategic control, distortions had to be
presented large enough to be noticeable, and in enough variety to
avoid becoming predictable. In a previous pilot study we had
utilized two large distortions in the counter-clockwise direction,
pseudo-randomized with no distortion. However, to an adapted
subject, a change from a counter-clockwise distorted trial to one
with no distortion is similar to adapting to a change in the
clockwise rotation. More problematic was that with only three
conditions it was difficult to pseudo-randomize the change in
control from one trial to another. In the present study, we aimed to
pseudo-randomize the change experienced by the subject and so
used two large distortions, but in either direction (four in total).
Therefore, the group in which we aimed to evoke strategic control
in, received large noticeable distortions of 0u, 34u, or 68u in either
direction, so that the change in rotation from the previous trial was
pseudo-randomized. In the second group, distortions incrementally increased in each trial by 2.5u in the counter-clockwise
direction. In this distortion group, changes were cumulative in one
direction as we wanted to end the distortion period at a large
rotation, so that return to normal control in the post-distorted trial
would be evident.
Subjects received verbal instruction to try to identify the images
as quickly and accurately as possible by using the trackball to move
the window around the computer screen. Once subjects knew the
identity of the object, they were to press the space bar on
a keyboard and enter the name in a text box that appeared on the
computer screen. The task would then move onto the next trial
with a new masked image. The task therefore proceeded at the

subject’s own pace. Feedback regarding accuracy was not
provided to the participant.
To account for order effects, two lists of objects were used that
were counterbalanced. Therefore, in each rotation group, ten
subjects received one list of items and the other ten received the
same list but the order of items in the experimental (distortion)
period was reversed.

Data Analysis
All participants knew that the task was self-paced and so while
they received the instruction to identify the object ‘‘as quickly and
accurately as possible’’, time was not a limiting factor. It is possible
that participants, motivated by the goal to identify the object,
guessed at the object identity. To account for this, an accuracy
threshold of 60% was applied to consider data from participants
who were fully engaged in the task and the highest performing.
This type of threshold was selected because it was the most
objective. The use of a threshold more specific to the motor
component of the task rather than the perceptual component may
be more desirable in examining adaptation behaviour such as
movement velocity, or the time off the object. However, establishing the level of this threshold is subjective. This is an interesting
topic for further examination. As a result of the accuracy
threshold, 18 subjects were excluded and so a total of 58
participants had to be recruited to obtain group sizes of 20
subjects for each experimental group. The resulting data analyzed
was from 40 participants (14 male, mean age 19.561.9 years,
range 18–26 years). An additional analysis of all 58 participants is
presented in Supplementary Information S1.

Figure 1. Experimental setup of the Viewing Window task. Subjects sat at a desktop workstation and viewed masked images on a 190 monitor.
In order to identify the images, subjects used a trackball to control the movement of the Viewing Window that would allow part of the image to be
seen clearly. Subjects were instructed to, upon identification of the image, press the space bar on the keyboard and enter the name of the object in
a text box that would appear on the computer screen. The photographed subject has given written informed consent, as outlined in the PLoS
consent form, to publication of their photograph.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0048759.g001
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Figure 2. Experimental design of the Viewing Window task. The first five trials were used as practise and therefore excluded from all analysis.
No distortion was present in movement of the Viewing Window during trials 6–9. During trials 10–36, in two separate groups, participants either
received a gradual progressive distortion of 2.5u in the counter-clockwise direction on each trial, or a large sudden distortion in either direction. For
analysis, these trials were divided in half in two phases (early and late). On trial 37 the distortion was removed and control of the Viewing Window
returned to normal for the remainder of the study to examine after-effects.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0048759.g002

Early, Late, Post distortion]. The scan paths of Viewing Window
movement were visually inspected.

The first five trials were removed as practice trials. The
remaining data sets were exported to SPSS 13.0. Data was filtered
to exclude trials in which the object was incorrectly identified and
to consider only data acquired after movement of the window was
first initiated for each trial. Measures of movement behaviour
examined included the velocity of the Viewing Window, time the
image was viewed (scan time), and the percentage of the time the
Viewing Window spent on the object. For each subject, trials were
identified as outliers by calculating the Z scores for each of the
examined behavioural measures and excluding data beyond 2.5
standard deviations from all subsequent analyses. To examine
differences between groups during the distortion trials, the
movement velocities, scan times and percentage of time spent off
the object were analyzed with ANOVA with Bonferroni correction
(alpha 0.05). To examine changes in behaviour over the course of
the experiment the trials were then divided into the pre-distortion
phase (trials 6–9), early distortion phase (trials 10–22), late
distortion phase (trials 23–36), and post distortion phase (trials
37–40). To examine phase interactions within groups, a repeatedmeasures ANOVA was conducted. For each subject, data were
normalized by subtracting the mean of the appropriate behavioural measure obtained during the pre-distortion period. For
example, to normalize the measurement of mean scan time during
the early distortion period for subject X, the mean scan time found
during the pre-distortion phase (trials 6–9) was subtracted from the
mean scan time found during the early distortion phase (trials 10–
22). This process was repeated for each phase, for each
behavioural measure, and for each subject. The normalized data
were then analyzed with a repeated measures ANOVA with
Bonferroni correction using a factor structure for each behavioural
measure of a 2 [Group:Gradual vs Sudden distortion] 6 3 [Phase:

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Results
Group comparisons revealed several anticipated behavioural
differences (Figure 3). Subjects in the gradual rotation group
demonstrated significantly faster mean velocities of movement
compared to the sudden rotation group (F(1,38) = 5.406, p,0.05
Figure 3A). No significant difference in scan times were identified
(F(1,38) = 1.185, p.0.05, Figure 3B). The gradual rotation group
spent significantly less time scanning areas off the object (F(1,
38) = 4.620, p,0.05, Figure 3C). The faster velocities and ability
to keep the window on the object, suggest that the gradual rotation
group experienced less difficulty in controlling the movement of
the window and adapted easily to the distortions. The slower
movement velocities and greater time off the object observed in
the sudden rotation group suggest that participants did experience
some difficulty in controlling the Viewing Window movement.
When data were divided into pre, early, late, and post distortion
periods, several behavioural differences between groups were
visible. Figure 4 depicts sample scan paths from one representative
subject in the gradual rotation group and another representative
subject from the sudden rotation group. The gradual rotation
subject demonstrates fairly simple scan paths during the distortion
trials indicating good control over window movement. However,
once the distortion is removed, the same participant shows aftereffects in the form of difficultly in keeping the Viewing Window on
the object. In contrast to this behaviour, the participant in the
distortion group shows a complicated scan path and therefore
more difficulty when the distortion is first introduced. By the last
distortion trial, the same participant has adapted and shows
4
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Figure 3. Comparisons of behavioural measures between groups during distorted trials. A) Subjects in the gradual rotation group
demonstrated significantly faster (F(1,38) = 5.406, p,0.05) mean velocities than those in the sudden rotation group. B) Subjects in the sudden
rotation group spent a slightly longer (but not significant) time scanning the images prior to indicating their identification. C) Subjects in the sudden
rotation group spent significantly more time (F(1,38) = 4.620), p,0.05) with the Viewing Window off of the object than those in the gradual rotation
group.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0048759.g003

a simpler scan path with fewer changes in direction. When the
distortion is removed, the sudden rotation subject shows a much
smaller after-effect compared to that observed in the gradual
rotation subject.
Quantitatively, these observations can also be made with the
examined behavioural measures. Both groups demonstrated
reductions in movement velocity that were significant by phase
(Figure 5A, F (2,76) = 14.890, p,0.01). Overall, there was not
a significant interaction between phase with distortion type for
mean movement velocity (F (2,76) = 1.486, p.0.05). Relative to
the pre distortion period, a slight (but not significant, p = 0.078)
increase in scan time was observed in the sudden rotation group in
the early phase (Figure 5B). Both groups demonstrated significant
reductions in scan times in the post distortion phase (p,0.05),
however, this reduction was slightly larger in the sudden rotation
group. Overall, there was a significant effect of phase (F
(2,76) = 43.396 = p,0.01) but not a significant interaction between
phase with distortion type for mean scan time (F(2,76) = 2.463,
p.0.05). A significant interaction between phase and distortion
type was found for the amount of time that the Viewing Window
spent off the object (F(2,76) = 10.320, p,0.001, Figure 5C).
Relative to the early phase, subjects in the sudden rotation group
demonstrated greater difficulty in controlling Viewing Window
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

movement compared to those in the gradual rotation group as
evidenced by a greater percentage of time spent off the object
(Figure 5C). Both groups demonstrated significant differences
compared to their baseline values (p,0.05). During the post
distortion phase, subjects in the sudden rotation group spent
significantly less time off the object (p,0.05).

Discussion
We hypothesized that the Viewing Window task could be used to
investigate two mechanisms of adaptation. To do this, we
identified measurable differences in behaviour in two experimental
groups eliciting strategic control and spatial realignment. When
comparing behavioural measures during all distortion trials of the
two groups, we found significant differences in the movement
velocities, and time that the Viewing Window spent on areas in
which there was no object. This demonstrates the ability to
distinguish quantitative differences in behaviour between the use
of strategic control and spatial realignment within a novel,
engaging computer-based task for studying visuomotor adaptation.
No significant difference was observed between scan times however, this aspect
of behaviour is also influenced by the perceptual component of the task. While
the existence of between group differences during distortion trials is interesting,
5
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Figure 4. Sample scan paths from representative participants. A) gradual rotation group and B) sudden rotation group. The line represents
the pathway of the viewing window from image onset until participant signal of image identification.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0048759.g004

improved their scan times over the course of the experiment as
they because more familiar with the task. We excluded the first
items to account for practice trials. It is possible that subjects are
more likely to hesitate in signalling their response at the start of the
experiment while the task is still novel and answer more quickly
later in the study when they become more confident. These
influences contributed to the observation of decreased mean scan
time between the late and post distortion phases (Figure 5B)
despite the mean velocities also decreasing (Figure 5 A). The
decreased velocity indicates increased difficulty in controlling the
window movement, however, participants were still able to quickly
identify the masked objects. In the analysis of time spent off the
object, a significant difference between groups was found
indicating larger after effects in the gradual rotation group.
The present study demonstrates that the Viewing Window is
capable of distinguishing performance of both strategic control
and spatial realignment and therefore is a powerful tool for
measuring visuomotor adaptation behaviour. Even though subjects in the gradual rotation group did not report observing
a change during the distortion trials, the large after-effects
observed in their scan behaviour indicate adaptation took place.
This is consistent with previous studies investigating gradual
rotations [8].
In addition to behavioural differences, the neural basis of
strategic control and spatial realignment are believed to differ.
Strategic control primarily recruits posterior parietal cortex

of more relevance is how behaviour changes over the course of study, therefore,
an examination of behaviour by phase was also conducted.
When the trials were divided into four phases: pre, early, late,
post distortion phases; no significant interaction between distortion
type and phase of the experiment were found for movement
velocities and scan times. However, a significant effect of phase
was found. We anticipate that scan time is not only influenced by
the ability to move the Viewing Window to the desired areas of the
computer screen but also by the participant’s familiarity with the
type of object. The item list contained a variety of everyday objects
that most people would encounter including, fruits, vegetables,
tools, office supplies, and musical instruments. However, how
quickly these are identified can be expected to be influenced by
how often a participant encounters these particular items. For
example, a person who does not often interact with tools may have
more difficulty identifying the image of the vice grips. The ability
to recognize the objects may also be influenced by the perspective
of the images. The items were displayed with variable orientation
which could affect the difficulty of the task. Even though this
strengthens the task in terms of increasing the variability of the
location of valuable information on the computer screen, the
changing perspective could also affective the ability to identify the
objects. This is not something that was controlled, however, it was
one reason for using counterbalanced lists in the two groups so
that any effects would not drive the results of any particular phase
of the study. In addition, it is possible that participants may have
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 5. Normalized mean behavioural measures by phase. Behavioural measures of the early, late, and post distortion values are presented
relative to the baseline (measures during the pre distortion phase) of each group. A) Velocity of Viewing Window movement. B) Scan Time required
to identify object *Both distortion groups demonstrated a significant reduction in scan time in the post distortion phase (p,0.05). C) Percentage of
Time off Object. A significant interaction was found between phase and distortion type was found in the percentage of time spent off the object
(p,0.001).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0048759.g005

experimental design and those used in the past. Kagerer et al. [8]
used a rotated mouse task with 10u increments during their
gradual rotation condition to a maximum rotation of 90u. In their
study, they suggest that using a gradual feedback distortion allows
for a more complete adaptation compared to a sudden onset of the
distortion [8]. During our 27 trials of distortion we kept increments
as small and uniform as possible in order to ensure that distortions
would not be apparent to the subject. Therefore, we selected an
incremental change of 2.5u to a maximum rotation of 67.5u. The
present study task differs from both Kagerer et al [8] and Klassen
et al [10] in that subject naturally explored the computer screen
without restrictions on directions. Kagerer et al [8] used a target
task where subjects used a pen to start a center point and were
instructed to draw a line in one of four directions. Similarly,
Klassen et al [10] used a point-to-point task in eight directions.
The use of the Viewing Window task has several advantages over
previous prism studies and anti-pointing tasks. First, the adaptation task is hidden within a perceptual task. Subjects do not know
that the motor relationship is altered ahead of time. Second, the
Viewing Window investigates visuomotor adaptation in a more

[18,19], whereas, spatial realignment is believed to rely on the
cerebellum [4,20,21,22]. However, to date there have only been
a handful of neuroimaging studies investigating the neural
correlates of visual motor adaptation [18,23,24,25,26]. We have
recently employed the Viewing Window task with large distortions
in the form of flips in direction to investigate the neural basis of
strategic control using functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) and found in addition to traditional areas associated with
visuomotor adaptation, novel recruitment of the claustrum. This
task presents several advantages over other tasks previously used as
it is computer-based therefore easier to manipulate a range of
distortions over a short period of time. This would be difficult to
do using prism glasses in an environment such as that during
a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study. In the
future, we will utilize this paradigm to investigate the neural
correlates that underlie both mechanisms of visuomotor adaptation.
Incremental rotations have previously been used to investigate
visuomotor adaptation without the awareness of the participant
[10,11,25]. However, there are some differences between our
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natural visual scanning environment in which the directions of
motion are not restricted. In point-to-point tasks, subjects make
directed movements in a restricted number of directions. One may
anticipate that the increased freedom in direction used in the
present study allows for more detailed remapping and would
contribute to more complete adaptation.
The results of the present study broaden the research
applications of the Viewing Window as a tool for investigating
disturbances in spatial realignment more specifically. This is not
only useful in the context of changes due to natural aging but also
in the study of impairment following injury and neurodegenerative
disease. The use of a visuomotor rotation task has previously been
used in patients with cerebellar degeneration [27]. Computerbased point-to-point tasks have previously been used for investigating adaptation behaviour in children with Developmental
Coordination Disorder (DCD) [28]. Historically, rehabilitation
methods using prism lenses have shown to be beneficial for
patients with unilateral neglect (see [29] for review). The
development of novel, valid techniques that are simple to
administer may advance rehabilitative medicine for these conditions. A restricted focus task such as the Viewing Window may also
show to be beneficial in the assessment and rehabilitation of
patients with unilateral neglect or hemianopia. The application of

the Viewing Window within patient work may help further elucidate
the roles of specific cerebellar structures in visuomotor adaptation
in a more natural setting. We are currently exploring the use of the
Viewing Window as part of a dual-task paradigm in a combined
cognitive/motor rehabilitation therapy program. In summary, we
demonstrate that distinct behaviours used during strategic control
and spatial realignment can be measured using the Viewing
Window. This provides a powerful, engaging tool for investigating
the neural basis of visuomotor adaptation and impairment
following injury and disease.
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